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ABSTRACT
In this study, we show the formation of frequency band structures in origami-based mechanical metamaterials
composed of the Triangulated Cylindrical Origami (TCO). Interestingly, the folding behavior of this structure
can exhibit both axial and rotational motions under external excitations. Therefore, these two motions can be
strongly coupled with each other, which leads to unique dynamic behavior, particularly wave mixing effects. To
analyze the folding behavior of the TCO cells, we model their triangular facets into a network of linear springs.
We assemble a 1D chain of multiple TCO unit cells stacked vertically in various arrangements, e.g., changing
their stacking sequences and/or orientation angles. We study frequency responses of this system to investigate
wave mixing effects between axial and rotational motions under dynamic excitations. This dynamic analysis on
the multi-cell structure demonstrates the formation of tunable frequency band structures, which can be
manipulated by the arrangement of the unit cells and their initial configurations. By taking advantage of their
unique dynamic mechanisms, the origami-based mechanical metamaterials have great potential to be used for
controlling structural vibrations in an efficient manner.
Keywords: origami, mechanical metamaterials, frequency band structure, tunability
1. INTRODUCTION
Origami can be seen as an effective approach of
building 2D or 3D structures from sheets of paper.
Depending on the crease patterns of paper sheets,
origami shows various shapes and folding
behaviors, which can be exploited to construct
unique structures with tunable mechanical
properties. In particular, for 3D origami structures,
one of the well-known origami crease patterns is the
Yoshimura pattern, which enables the enhancement
of cylindrical structures’ bending stiffness [1]. This
Yoshimura pattern consists of an identical isosceles
triangle facet, and it can be formed as a postbuckled pattern when a thin-walled cylinder is
subjected to axial compression. If twist is applied as
well as axial compression at the same time, it
induces a derivative of the Yoshimura pattern – socalled Triangulated Cylindrical Origami (TCO) (see

Fig. 1(a)) – which is composed of non-isosceles
triangle surfaces. Researchers have shown versatile
kinematics of the TCO structures [2-12]. For
example, previous studies have shown that TCObased structures can exhibit bistable behavior under
axial compression [6-8].
Despite their promising features, the dynamic
analysis of the TCO structures remains a formidable
challenge. This is partly because the facets of the
TCO structures are susceptible to planar
deformation during folding/unfolding, which makes
the dynamic modeling of the TCO extremely
complicated. Another reason is that origami, in
general, has not been considered as an ideal
platform for wave dynamics. Most engineering
applications of origami tend to exploit quasi-static
deployable nature of origami, while restricting the
intrinsic vibrational and wave motions of origami.
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In this study, we break the stereotype conception of
origami and attempt to employ it as a medium to
support the propagation of mechanical waves.
Specifically, we approximate the TCO structures
into a network of elastic spring elements to suppress
the effect of the planar deformation of their facets,
while preserving the key features of the TCO cells
(see [13] for the validity of this model and its
prototypes). For dynamic analysis, we start with
modeling a unit cell of the TCO into a two degreeof-freedom (DOF) structure that features axial and
torsional motions under perturbations. Next, we
connect these TCO unit cells in series to form a 1D
system of origami-based mechanical metamaterial.
By using theoretical and computational approaches,
we verify that this mechanical metamaterial system
can exhibit interesting phenomena of wave
dynamics, such as wave mixing effect and the
formation of frequency bandgap. For example, see
Fig. 1(b) for the selective transmission and rejection
of specific frequency components as an outcome of
the frequency bandgap.

crease lines with linear springs and remove all side
surfaces as shown in Fig. 2(a). To determine the
initial shape of the TCO, we use the three
parameters: initial height (h0), relative angle (θ0),
and circumradius of the cross-section (R) (see Fig.
2(a-b)). Let u and φ be the axial displacement from
the initial height (h0) and the rotational angle (φ)
measured from the initial relative angle (θ0),
respectively. We can obtain height (h) and relative
angle (θ) of the TCO unit cell for a deformed shape
as follows:

h=
h0 − u , θ =
θ0 + ϕ

(1)

See the reference [13] for the detailed descriptions
of the geometrical parameters.

Figure 2: (a) Side view of the truss-based TCO model with
axial displacement (u). (b) Top view of the TCO cell with
rotational angle (φ)
Figure 1: (a) Folding motion of the Triangulated
Cylindrical Origami (TCO). (b) Schematic illustration of
TCO-based mechanical metamaterials with allowable and
forbidden frequency bands

The rest of the manuscript is structured as below: In
Sec. 2, we describe the geometry of the TCO and
we derive the equation of motion for a single TCO
unit and a 1D chain of the TCO unit cells. In Sec. 3,
we conduct numerical simulations of wave
propagation and analyze wave mixing effects and
tunable frequency band structures. Lastly,
concluding remarks are given in Sec. 4.
2. MODELING OF THE UNIT CELL
To obtain the dynamic folding motion of the TCO
unit cell, we introduce a truss-like structure (see
Fig. 2) [13,14]. Note that the original TCO model is
shown in Fig. 1(a), which has regular polygon
cross-sections with n sides (n = 5 in this presented
case). For the sake of simplification, we replace the
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Assuming that the mass of each linear spring
element is negligible compared to that of the top
surface (pentagonal cross-section in Fig. 2(a)), we
can write the equation of motion for the top surface
as follows [14]:
M

d 2u
d 2ϕ
+
=
+ T (u ,=
(
,
)
,
ϕ
ϕ ) Tex
F
u
F
J
ex
dt 2
dt 2

(2)

where M and J are mass and moment of inertia of
the top surface, respectively. The force and torque
applied to the top surface by the spring elements are
a b 

F (u , ϕ=
) nK ( u − h0 )  2 − 0 − 0 
a b

 a  
π
, ϕ ) nKR 1 − 0  sin  ϕ + θ 0 − 
T (u=
a 
n


π 
 b  
+ 1 − 0  sin  ϕ + θ 0 +  
b 
n 


(3)
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where a0 and b0 are the initial length of linear spring
elements a and b, and K is the spring constant for
the linear spring elements. Also, Fex and Tex are
external force and torque applied to the TCO unit.
Based on the equation of motion for the single TCO
unit cell, we design a 1D chain of multiple TCO
cells stacked vertically as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
equations of motion for j-th unit cell in this system
is expressed by

d 2u j

Mj

Jj

dt 2

d 2ϕ j
dt 2

= F (u j −1 − u j , ϕ j −1 − ϕ j )
− F (u j − u j +1 , ϕ j − ϕ j +1 )

π

nKR sin  θ 0 + 
n

+
2
b0

(4)

− T (u j − u j +1 , ϕ j − ϕ j +1 )

2

In addition to nonlinear equations, we also consider
the following linearized equations of motion based
on the coefficients from Eq. (3):

d 2u j
α uu ( u j −1 + u j +1 − 2u j )
Mj =
dt 2
+ α uϕ (ϕ j −1 + ϕ j +1 − 2ϕ j )
d ϕj
= α uϕ ( u j −1 + u j +1 − 2u j )
dt 2
+ αϕϕ (ϕ j −1 + ϕ j +1 − 2ϕ j )
2

(6)

(7)

2

Please note that these coefficients are governed by
the initial configurations, i.e., the initial height (h0)
and angle (θ0).
To conduct eigenvalue analysis on these linearized
equations of motion, we use the following ansatz;

i ( kjh0 −ωt )
(5) =
u j ue
=
, ϕ j ϕ ei ( kjh0 −ωt )

In our dynamic analysis, we apply input excitation,
force (Fin) and torque (Tin), to the first unit cell. We
solve the nonlinear equations of motion numerically
by using the Runge-Kutta method.

(8)

where k and ω are wave number and angular
frequency respectively, and i is the imaginary
number. Then we can rewrite Eq. (6) as
u 
−ω 2  
ϕ 

(

)

α uϕ

(

)

αϕϕ

 α uu − ikh0
+ eikh0 − 2
e

M
j
= 
α
 uϕ e − ikh0 + eikh0 − 2
 J j

Mj
Jj

(e

− ikh0

(e

− ikh0


+ eikh0 − 2 
 u 
 ϕ 
 
ikh0
+e −2 


)

)

(9)
Therefore, by solving this equation as an eigenvalue
problem, we can calculate the dispersion relation
between wave number (k) and frequency (ω).
3. WAVE PROPAGATION IN TCO-BASED
MECHANICAL METAMATERIALS

where

α=
uu

π

nKR 4 sin 2  θ 0 − 
∂T
n

=
α=
ϕϕ
2
∂ϕ
a0

=T (u j −1 − u j , ϕ j −1 − ϕ j )

d u1
=
− F (u1 − u2 ,ϕ1 − ϕ 2 ) + Fin
dt 2
d 2ϕ
−T (u1 − u2 ,ϕ1 − ϕ2 ) + Tin
J1 2 1 =
dt

Jj

π

nKR 2 h0 sin  θ 0 + 
n

−
2
b0

4

For the first unit cell, equations are expressed by
M1

α uϕ

π

nKR 2 h0 sin  θ 0 − 
∂F ∂T
n

=
=
= −
2
a0
∂ϕ ∂u

 1 1
∂F
= nKh02  2 + 2 
∂u
 a0 b0 

To investigate wave propagation in the 1D chain
system composed of TCO unit cells, we conduct
numerical simulations as well as eigenvalue
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analysis. In this study, we examine the strain waves
which are calculated by defining the strain as ξj =
(hj,0 – hj) / hj,0 where hj,0 is an initial height of j-th
unit cell. Based on the strain field, we apply 2D fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and calculate power
spectrum to analyze the wave modes in the
frequency and wave number domain. For the
numerical simulation, we use 80 unit cells, and the
bottom (80-th) unit cell is fixed on a rigid wall as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Compressive impact (Fin) of 110
N is applied to the first unit cell only for the first 1
ms. The numerical parameters used in the dynamic
analysis are M = 310 g and J = 6.37×10–4 kg-m2.
The initial height (h0) of the unit cell is 90 mm, and
initial angle (θ0) is 45°.

Figure 3(b) shows the space-time contour plot of
strain waves, and we observe two different wave
modes with different group velocities (see arrows in
Fig. 3(b)). The wave form at t = 0.15 s is shown in
Fig. 3(c), and the smaller amplitude wave denoted
by the black arrow in the figure propagates faster
than the larger amplitude wave denoted by the red
arrow. Figure 3(d) shows the 2D FFT analysis
result (surface map, obtained directly by solving
Eq. (4)) overlapped with eigenvalue analysis
(dotted curves, obtained from Eq. (9)). There is a
good agreement between these two results. Here,
we also confirm the two branches; one
corresponding to the lower mode and the other for
the higher mode denoted by black and red arrows in
Fig. 3(d), respectively.

Figure 3: (a) Illustration of the homogeneous chain of the TCO. All of the unit cells are identical. (b) Spatio-temporal
surface plot of strain wave propagation showing two distinctive group velocities. (c) Wave form at t = 0.15 s. (d)
Dispersion relationship obtained from 2D FFT applied to (b). Black dashed curves are obtained from the eigenvalue
analysis
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These lower and higher modes are formed due to
the coupling behavior between axial and rotational
motions of the TCO. The modes in a coupled
system, where wave dynamics of two channels is
coupled, can be manipulated by applying two
different inputs to the system [15]. For example, if
we use sinusoidal excitation of force and torque as
input, we can select a specific mode from the TCObased structure (see conceptual illustration in Fig.
4(a)). Mathematically, we apply
 Fin = Famp sin (ωin t )

Tin = Tamp sin (ωin t )

(9)

the lower mode in this case, which is also
confirmed by the 2D FFT analysis as shown in Fig.
4(c). On the other hand, if Fin/Tin = − 20, we obtain
the higher mode (see Fig. 4(d,e)). Therefore, by
controlling the input excitations, we can manipulate
the coupled wave dynamics of the TCO-based
structure.
Next, we consider a 1D chain which consists of two
different configurations of TCO unit cells and
analyze its wave dynamics. We connect two
different unit cells (“Unit 1” and “Unit 2” in Fig.
5(a)) in an alternating way to construct a dimer
system as shown in Fig 5(a). For the eigenvalue
analysis similar to what we have conducted in the
homogenous system, we assume the following
ansatz

where ωin = 200 rad/s is selected for both force and
torque inputs, and Famp = 5 N is used for numerical
simulations. Here, we introduce the amplitude ratio
(1) i (2 kjh0 −ωt )
defined by Fin/Tin to manipulate coupled wave
u (1)
u=
e
, ϕ (1)
ϕ (1) ei (2 kjh0 −ωt )
=
j
j
dynamics. Figure 4(b) shows the strain wave
(2) i (2 kjh0 −ωt )
ϕ (2) ei (2 kjh0 −ωt )
=
u (2)
u=
e
, ϕ (2)
j
j
propagation if Fin/Tin = + 20, and we observe only

(11)

Figure 4: (a) Conceptual illustration of selecting mode (b) Spatio-temporal surface plot and (c) dispersion relation
for Fin/Tin = + 20. In this case, the lower mode with the slower group velocity is selected. (d,e) shows the case of Fin/Tin
= − 20, which triggers only the higher mode with the faster group velocity
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and then we derive the matrix form as follows [14]:
 α uu(1) + α uu(2)
 −
Mj


 u (1)   α u(1)ϕ + α u(2)
ϕ
 (1)   −
Jj
ϕ  
−ω 2  (2)  =
(2) 2 ikh0
 (1)
u

  α uu + α uu e
ϕ (2)  
Mj
 (1)
(2) 2 ikh0
 α uϕ + α uϕ e

Jj


−
−

α

α u(1)ϕ + α u(2)
ϕ
Mj

α uu(1) + α uu(2) e −2ikh

0

Mj

(1)
(2)
+ αϕϕ
αϕϕ

−2 ikh
α u(1)ϕ + α u(2)
ϕ e

Jj

Jj

(1)
uϕ

(2) 2 ikh0
uϕ

+α e
Mj

(2) 2 ikh0

αϕϕ + αϕϕ e
(1)

Jj

where superscript (1) and (2) denote Unit 1 and
Unit 2, respectively. From this equation, we
calculate the dispersion relation for the dimer
system. For numerical parameters, we use the initial
angle (θ0) of 60°/−60° for Unit 1/Unit 2 and the
other parameters are the same as those in the
previous section.
Figure 5(b) shows the dispersion relation. Here,
interestingly, we observe a frequency band gap (i.e.,
a band of forbidden frequencies), which is created
just by changing the direction of the initial angle
(θ0) for even-numbered unit cells compared to the
homogeneous system. In addition, if we select
different initial angles, we can manipulate this

0

−
−

α uu(1) + α uu(2)
Mj

α

(1)
uϕ

+ α u(2)
ϕ
Jj

−2 ikh

α u(1)ϕ + α u(2)
ϕ e
0



(1)
(2) −2 ikh0 
(1)
αϕϕ + αϕϕ e
 u 
 ϕ (1) 
Jj


u (2) 

α u(1)ϕ + α u(2)
ϕ
−
  (2) 
Mj
 ϕ 

(1)
(2)
+ αϕϕ
αϕϕ

−

Jj

Mj

(12)

frequency band structure as shown in Fig. 5(c). This
implies that the frequency band gap formed in the
TCO-based origami structure is highly tunable by
altering the initial geometry of the TCO cells.
Another notable feature is that the frequency band
gap can start from an extremely low frequency. For
example, when θ0 = 90° (i.e., zero-stiffness mode
according to [13]), we can completely suppress the
formation of the low pass band (see the right inset
of Fig. 5(c)). On the other hand, if we employ the
Yoshimura pattern (θ0 = 0°), we observe no
frequency band gaps. Such a tunable frequency
band structure can be highly useful for engineering
devices for adaptive, anti-vibration applications.

Figure 5: (a) Schematic illustration of the system for a dimer system composed of two different types of the TCO unit
cells. (b) Dispersion relationship for the dimer system. The gray shaded area indicates the band gap. (c) Tunable
frequency band gap altered by the different initial angles of the Unit 1 and 2
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We studied unique wave dynamics of the
triangulated cylindrical origami (TCO) structures
with the focus on the formation of frequency band
structures. For this, we modeled the TCO cells into
a network of spring elements, which significantly
reduces the complexity of the TCOs’ kinematics
while preserving their key features. Based on this
model, we designed and investigated two different
types of TCO-based mechanical metamaterial
systems:
homogenous
and
heterogeneous
(specifically dimer) configurations. For the
homogeneous system, we observe two modes with
different group velocities, corresponding to axial
and torsional wave modes in the TCO-based
metamaterial system. We also find that the
application of two different input excitations
enables the selection of a specific wave mode. For
the dimer system, the system creates a tunable
frequency band structure, which can be altered by
the initial geometrical configurations of the TCO.
By leveraging these unique properties, the TCObased mechanical metamaterials have great
potential to form novel engineering devices, such as
deployable space structures and efficient vibration
absorbing systems.
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